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=                                         FOREWORD
C"
 
This report supersedes ORNL CF-57-2-1, which was an extension and
revision of ORNL CF-54-6-72.  It was prepared by a committee consisting of
representatives  from each of the ORNL instrument application groups.   The
committee was assisted by F. C. Zapp of the Reactor Division and by
W. R. Winsbro of the Chemical Technology Division in formulating a recommen-
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SYMBOLS FOR INSTRUMENT FLOWSHEETS AND DRAWINGS
A Recommended System for Application to ORNL Instrument Work
R. K. Adams D. G. Davis R. F. Hyland B. Lieberman
1. INTRODUCTION Identification by Numbers. - A numerical system
is used to supplement the letter identification inThe recommended system of flow-plan symbols
and drawings described in this report is presented order to establish specific identity. A recom-
c           to provide a satisfactory system of symbols and mended numbering system is detailed in Sec 6.
identifications for instruments and related equip- Application. - Typical flowsheet symbols are./
ment and to promote a uniformity of practice that illustrated in Secs 3 through 5. These show the
will simplify and expedite work in which such flowsheet symbols as used on engineering and
symbols and drawings are used. The system, instrument flowsheets defined in Sec 7.
which should be considered as a recommended
Drawings. - Drawing scope and recommendedpractice, is a modification of the widely used
usage are defined in Sec 7.Instrument Society of America Recommended Prac-
tice (RP 5.1).  The ISA standard was modified to Line Identification. - A recommended line iden-
meet the special requirements of ORNL as de- tification code is shown in Sec 8.
termined by a survey of ORNL practices and eight Symbols for Interconnections. - Interconnectionyears of use of the system. between instrument symbols by use of the ap-The obiective of the system is to identify the propriate instrument line identifications is in-function of all maior instrument components and tended to be diagrammatic only and does not
to show schematically the operation of the instru-
necessarily indicate actual connections.ment relative to the process. It is not the ob-
iective to show details of the individual com- 2.2 Letters Used for Identification
ponents. If details must be shown, special
symbols may be used and so identified on the The general identification consists of letters as
flowsheet. listed in Table 1.  They are used in the combina-
tions shown in Table 2.
'                  2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM Table 1 shows the letters that are used, the
This system may be used for: definition or significance of each, and the position
c.                1. designation and identification of instruments on
in which they are used. Table 2 shows the com-
flowsheets; binations of these identifying letters and defines
2. recording in specifications, listings, requisi- the meaning of each letter group.
tions, and purchase orders; The letters or their combinations are used as
follows:3. indication of items on piping diagrams ana                             i
other construction drawings; 1. First, second, and third identifying letters are
4. identification tagging of equipment; written in upper case.
5.  description in technical and trade literature. 2. The maximum number of identifying letters in
any combination is three, except as noted in
2.1  Outline of the System item 3 below.
Identification by Letters. - Combinations of two 3. The specific identification letter is lower case
or three letters are used to denote the process and is applied as a subscript to the first iden-
variable or actuation and instrument function tification letter.
(Sec 3). Other letters may be added to the combi- 4. No hyphens are used between letters or com-
nation for more specific identification. binations of letters.
W
2
Table 1. Definitions and Permissible Positions of Identifying Letters*
Specific
Upper First Letter Second Letter Third Letter Identification
Case Process Variable Instrument Instrument Letter(s)
2
Letter or Actuation Function Function (lower case)
A3 Analysis Alarm Alarm Average (av)                      0
C Conductivity Control Control




F Flow Frequency (f)
G Glass (noncalibrated devices,
bull's-eye, gage glass)
H        Manual (hand actuated)
1 Interval (time) Indicator Current (i)
Interface (if)
L       Level
M7 Modifier Modifier Moisture (m)
08 Operator
P Pressure Power factor (pf)
Concentration (pH)
Q Quantity (totalizer) Quantity (totalizer)
R Radiation Recorder Ratio (r)
S Speed Switch Switch                                                                            
Safety (when used with third
letter only)
T6 Temperature Transmitter Transmitter                                                                          *
V Viscosity Valve Valve Vibration (v)
W Weight Well Power (w) (watts)
X Special Special Special
Z        Position (zone)




NOTES TO TABLE 1 the primary process-variable letter; for example,
1. Control loops or measuring systems should
a solenoid valve actuated by a level switch to
carry a first-letter designation which is determined control the level in a vessel should carry the
designation "L" as the first letter. An exampleby the primary process variable to be measured
of correct usage of the letter "E" as a first letteror controlled (except in the case of manual actua-
tion, as described below or as illustrated in is the use of EwR for recording wattmeter. De-
system 52 of Sec 5). For example, in a heat-
tailed electrical control circuits and components
0                                                          such as relays, transformers, etc., should not beexchanger process in which steam flow is used to shown on the flowsheets; however, they shouldmaintain a desired temperature, the loop should
be referred to by note.carry the first-letter designation "T," indicating
.,6' that the primary process variable is temperature. 5. An element is a primary measuring device by
Another example is the first-letter designation means of which the process variable (namely
"F" for a thermal element used to measure flow. pressure, temperature, flow, etc.) is converted to
If the actuating means is manual, the control a strain, emf, force, change in electrical resist-
system carries the designation "H" for all sym- ance or impedance, differential pressure, etc., and
bols. An example is remote-manual control of which has no amplifying device to provide signal
steam flow to a process, whether for the purpose transmission.
of flow or temperature control. 6. A transmitter is a device which receives a2. The following illustrates the usage of the
signal, either directly from the process variablespecific identification letter(s): or indirectly through a primary element, amplifiesWhen consi dered necessary, the specific iden- the signal in power or amplitude for remote trans-tification letter(s) may be shown as a lower-case mission, and transmits the signal.subscript following the first letter, such as PdR                                     -
and AmCV, for pressure differential and moisture 7. A modifier is a device (not used primarily for
analysis, respectively.  The use of readily recog- remote transmission) which receives one or more
nized self-defining chemical symbols such as CO 2,   signals and performs amplification or mathematical
02, etc., falls in this same category. An alter- operations on them.  It may also be used to convert
native method of identification is to define the one type of signal transmission to another (e.g.,
specific variable by means of a note on the flow- electric to pneumatic).. sheet.
3. The letter "A" is used as the first letter for 8. An operator is a device which receives a
all analysis and physical-property variables, ex- signal from a controller and/or which adiusts a
cept where there is a first-position identification variable to effect the control action. An operator
letter for the physical property or analysis. The may be a saturable reactor, a pneumatic-electric
" I "first letter  A is commonly used in combination interrupter, a pneumatic or hydraulic operator on
with a·specific identification-letter subscript. a pump or speed changer, a pneumatic cylinder
4. The letter "E" should be used as a first operating a variable autotransformer, or other such
letter only where the process variable is elec- device which does not readily reduce to the case
trical. Instruments using electrica| princip|es to of a control valve. Typical applications are shown
adiust other variables should be designated by on pages 10 and 19-22.
./
Table 2. Combinations of Letters for Instrument Identification
The symbol (--) indicates improbable or impossible combinations
The letter "X" (Special) may also be.used as a second- or third-letter identification symbol
6
2
2             03"j
-2 1               T 6 2    5Process               - 1! 2 =
-         30    %  7  1  1  5  1Variable                                                                                         -
L
/2 C E 1 22 0           u             eFel=or Actuation 6,0 u G (3 1         ,         u         .5          22   6>
a S r 1
t S -O >. »6 8,3>
E l l:i f i l l m s#   3.i f 5 1/r     3  d  g  3  4  8  &  1  2  J 3  3       &   7   7   7   j   1     
A CEGI MQR S T V W CO CV    IC   IM   IT    RC   SS   SV
Analysis A AA AC AE  Al AM AR AS AT ACO ACV AIC AIM AIT ARC ASS ASV
Conductivity C CA CC CE -- Cl CM -- CR CS CT -- CCO CCV CIC CIM CIT CRC CSS CSV
Density D DA DC DE -- DI DM -- DR  DS  DT -- DCO DCV DIC DIM DIT DRC DSS DSV
Electric E EA EC EE -- El EM EQ ER ES ET -- ECO ECV EIC EIM EIT ERC ESS ESV
Flow F FA FC FE FG Fl FM FQ FR FS FT FV FCO FCV FIC FIM FIT FRC FSS FSV
Hand (manual) H HA HC HS HV HCO HCV HIC HIM HIT HSS HSV
Interval (time) 1 IA IC   11  IQ IR IS ISS
Level L LA LC LE LG LI LM -- LR LS LT LV LCO LCV LIC LIM LIT LRC LSS LSV
Pressure P PA PC PE -- PI PM -- PR PS PT PV -- PCO PCV Plc PIM PIT PRC PSS PSV
Radiation R RA RC RE -- RI RM RQ RR RS RT --  -- RCO RCV RIC RIM RIT RRC RSS RSV
Speed S SA SC SE -- SI SM --  SR  SS  ST   SV   -- SCO SCV SIC SIM SIT SRC SSS SSV
Temperature T TA TC TE -- TI TM -- TR TS TT TV TW TCO TCV TIC TIM TIT TRC TSS TSV
Viscosity V VA VC VE -- VI VM -- VR VS VT -- -- VCO VCV VIC VIM VIT VRC VSS VSV
Weight W WA WC WE -- WI WM WQ WR WS WT --  -- WCO WCV WIC WIM WIT WRC WSS WSV
Special X XA XC XE -- XI XM XQ XR XS XT XV XW XCO XCV XIC XIM XIT XRC XSS XSV
Position Z ZA ZC ZE --    ZI            , -- ZR ZS ZT --  -- ZCO ZCV ZIC ZIM ZIT ZRC ZSS ZSV
C.                                                        0<-         a
1 5
3. SYMBOLS FOR INSTRUMENT APPLICATION
Instrument-application symbols are shown in Fig. 1. Valve and equipment symbols are shown in Fig. 2.
UNCLASSIFIED
ORNL-LR-DWG 22927A
LOCALLY MOUNTED (AT OR NEAR PROCESS)
PANEL MOUNTED (ON PANEL NO. XX)
i                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              L,X X
MECHANICALLY COUPLED (PLUG-IN CONTROL, THERMOCOUPLE
AND WELL, TWO-PEN RECORDER OR INDICATOR, OR RECORDER
WITH INTEGRAL SWITCH, ETC.
DESIGNATION OF ANNUNCIATOR (UNIT NO. XX-POINT NO. X)
ANN XX-X
INTERMEDIATELY MOUNTED (BETWEEN MAIN PANEL AND PROCESS)
(ON AUXILIARY PANEL NO. X, IF PANEL MOUNTED)
X
PURGE STATION NUMBFR XX (38-IN. DIAM, SEE SEC 6 FOR RECOMMENDED CT)
NUMBERING SYSTEM)
(.2-1.,
AIR SUPPLY TO INSTRUMENT COMPONENT (3'16-IN. DIAM)                                    A
LEADS TO ELECTRICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT (ON DRAWING NO. XX) -----<ECCXX
0
PROCESS ELECTRICAL POWER (ON DRAWING NO. XX) <PWRXX
SPECIFIC IDENTIFICATION - SECOND LETTER
LETTERS-
FIRST LETTER -- >CA'*A, C,k-THIRD LETTER( PH . 1
- IOOA 2--SYMBOL ( 92-in. DIA)C-L
C INSTRUMENT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
' (SEE SECTION 6 FOR RECOMMENDED
NUMBERING SYSTEM)





TWO-WAY ELECTRIC MOTOR OPERATED
THREE-WAY -» SOLENOID
FOUR-WAY -1» NORMALLY CLOSED -9,1,-(OPERATING POSITION)
RUPTURE DISC. -Hait THREE-WAY VALVE WITH
.
NORMALLY CLOSED PORT -*
RELIEF OR SAFETY -D» -94
(OPERATING POSITION) . COMMON              PORT
EXCESS-FLOW VALVE -1» NORMALLY OPEN(OPERATING POSITION)
CHECK THROTTLING -9,4,-
MANUALLY OPERATED THREE-WAY VALVE THROTTLING -=r-
-r
COMMON




(0) INDICATES VALVE FAILS OPEN
SIG.-- SIG- (ACTUATING-MEDIUM FAILURE) :0-
(DIAPHRAGM OR BELLOWS) (  SIG.- 
OPERATED -OR-
SIG.-i a
SIG.- (X) PLACED AT ONE PORT OF -4,4-
THREE-WAY VALVE INDICATES      X '*-
PISTON OPERATED - 2-7--    SIG. T-1  · PORT FAILS CLOSED COMMON
«>»-OR -L>KJ- (ACTUATING-MEDIUM FAILURE) PORT
VALVE OPERATOR WITH                                                                                            
                  0'
POSITIONER «>«»»
STRAINER r OR  
VALVE OPERATOR =1-1  -1 04 FILTER                           
WITH HANDWHEEL -- - --
Fig. 2. Symbols for Valves and Equipment.
4. SYMBOLS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF PROCESS AND INSTRUMENT LINES











PRIMARY GAS OR VAPOR LINE




AIR OR PNEUMATIC SIGNAL LINE „ „ *t ,," U . "
HYDRAULIC LINE 1:i ", „,                                 f„, "'
(FILLED SYSTEM) CAPILLARY TUBING         X      X     X
0 ELECTRICAL SIGNAL OR CONTROL LINE








5. ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE USAGE OF INSTRUMENT SYMBOLS








System 1. Analysis (Oxygen) Element and Indicator with Safety Switch and Normally Open, Fall-Closed Safety
Valve.
APHE ApHIT6,-(1     1 1 11 1      1
E-* WATER /1:2h /SSI'\ /i;Bh
1-x- (2/ (2)1 2)
 #11-4-ACID
-+1 "P.,1 L-<Eccxx(2 j
f  .  »A,HO'\
-17 2 )
System 2. Analysis (pH) Controller, Indicator and Switch (for Electric Control Circuit), Board Mounted, with               





HYDROXIDE I/ah/ "I2\ (Ct,(3) \3 1-'.- ANN-
n    -,$'., XX-X1 "
v  "\  3  )01 -
L--- WATER
System 3. Conductivity Recorder-Controller, Having Integral Switch and Switch Alarm (Board Mounted) with





/ DT \ ORNL-LR-DWG 19
187R
-     ES ..  I.       I.
„ „ I ... I. I „
P
» -* <DC  DI       DS  /-1. C.5/ LJ  4/»1«-    4 L ---« ECC XXX
<4
'                               -- WATER
4                             .                      / SALT SOLUTION
System 4. Density Controller, Indicator and Switch (for Electric Circuit), Board Mounted, with Control Valve




 ---«ECC XX.-3 1 SLURRYDV
H20
17




6             ---- ////1 „,        -
DRC DS (  DA
<I--                                    6





System 6. Density-Recording Controller, Switch and Alarm, Board Mounted, with Control Valve. Element (load






-,»w'       < EwR   EWS A
 EWA -
\ 7 (7 A 7/ 1 7 7
S____I'u_g- ANN-
XX-X
/E2','1   7j»/                                                                                       2
PWR XX>                     M        •
A
System 7. Electrical Power Measurement, Showing Locally Mounted Electrical Elements (Current and Potential
Transformers) and Board-Mounted Totalizing Wattmeter, Modifier (Thermal Converter), Recording Wattmeter, Switch
in Recorder Case, and Alarm.
CONTROL UNIT
PWRXX)         G            M
F-<pWR xx
E f E                                                                             /\                                      I-'\'\Efco8 PWRXX ( 9 j               08
1- ,-A
1
/ EfRC                                                             1
-8/)   ''S -1                                                1                                                           V
 EfSS                               M
  8 <ECC XXX
System 8. Electrical Element (Frequency), Re- A
corder-Controller, and Pneumatically Controlled
Variable-Frequency Generator. Safety switch System 9. Indicating Ammeter, Board Mounted.





FI                                   FR 3 <FM 
10   \\1   FV  Cli)  1«/
«-«111   11 7
T  FE
=                                          < FE h
{0
Systems  10, 11. Self-Actuated Flow Valve, Flow System 12. Flow Recorder and Flow Modifier, Board
9 Indicator Locally Mounted with Orifice, Venturi or Flow Mounted, with a Turbine-Type, Magnetic, or Other
Nozzle, Etc., Used for Primary Element. Electrical Sensing Element.
< FR FT
1 .      1       "-                     -«
14
.,.1< FI 3                                      FI
14
System 13. Flow Indicator, In-Line Mounted, Variable- System 14. Flow Recorder, Board Mounted, with
Area Type. Could be flow glass, FG; flow totalizer, Pneumatic Transmitter Attached to In-Line Variable-
FQ; flow switch, FS. Area Flow Indicator.
-  FE    COOLING
   WATER  15 j09                                              »
  ...\\1<FA  
- %4 15 ) C 15 /
v                                          <FT  
/ FS r  -
1 ANN
  15 ) k 15 f XX-X //*r.
1 ...   -1 .. 1 I
1
C FI Y FC) «
. «
< 15 A15 j
System 15. Flow Control, Showing Element, Local Transmitter, Fail-Open Control Valve with Board-Mounted












1 < FR h
<FT h  51/'
  16 A j
.A
 T                        1,
( 168  
<FRA
1  
1          (' FS h
1
(1681 j       1
11- 1
j t----<ECC xx
1 <FS h      -]
  1682  
System 16. Flow Element with Two Sets of Taps, Two Transmitters, and Board-Mounted Recorders and Switches.
FE                                             <FSS·h'
X 0=d
17                            (17  j
/> \\
I FSV
FT ECC XXX FCV17           17
17
0





  FC  FM
17
System 17. Flow Control, Showing Element, Local Transmitter,' Fail-Closed Control Valve with Board-Mounted








31                                                                                             H vHC V                                                                                                                                   19
(  18  7
9-      HA 3  . ' System 19. Manually Operated Valve (Globe,C  18 f Gate, Needle, Etc.).ANN X-X'*- -
:,
 HIC 3         ,«           1*-1  HSVh                      HSS
( 18  / 18///. 180
VENT
ECC XX»-- 
System 18. Manual Indicator.Controller, Alarm and Safety
Switch (Board Mounted) with Control Valve and Safety Valve.
FILL
9
0                                                                                < HCV )A  FF
FEED
HV ,<, 1 I »-I X TANK
2()                         \, 20AI ZA
  HIC  i.t-                      ....//1
  HCV  A  7
1 1- X
C  208 )v  Zi
9
DRAIN









(  21  | TIME CYCLED                                                     4
 IC DEVICE TO BE
/«2''l
««,1
System 21. Time Controller (Repeat Cycle, Cam Operated, Etc.) Locally Mounted with Board-Mounted Recorder
(Operational Recorder).
<IA 3 C IS Y IQ YISS)




M                           P                                                                                                                                         L







VENT             Y                                   B
V          #
LT
f   LSS   j                                                        - -26  XX
7 24 )
F                    F           LC           LR           LS
26A 268 26 26 26
CLG L                      Lv
-                 
    25
LCV
26
6                                                                   
                     ECC XX
0+-1««- f- #xq.
1 «34 A PRESSURIZED   VESSEL
System 23,24,25. Self.Controlling Level Valve, System 26. Level Controller, Recorder and Switch
Level Glass, Level Safety Switch, and Safety (Board Mounted) with Level-Control Valve ond
Valve. Pneumatlc Level Transmitter (on Intermediate Panel
XX) with Purged Dip Tubes.
<LM  
«. -
,:. ( LS j < LA  
'5   //// ««,1
  LE h ANN XX-X








Fig.  27.   Level  Control with Electrical Level Element,  Intermediate-Mounted Modifier (emf to  Pneumatic), and





 - El 3
C 28 )\« Fi C pv h
/ PRC \" T„ , 2                          --                                                                       „            1'
pT (pcv 3                         •       
#14 1
28
Fig. 29. Pressure-Regulating Valve, Self-
4,- . . Operated, Manually Set, Locally Mounted.
Fig. 28. Pressure Control, Showing Local'Valve                                                       '
and Transmitter, Board-Mounted Integral (Full·Case)
t1Recorder-Controller and Pressure Indicator on In.
termediate Panel Board X. <PR  
(  31  7
PC






Fig. 30. Differential-Pressure Indicator.
,    #x# =
Fig. 31. Pressure Control, Showing Local Trans-
ml ter, Valve, and Controller with Board.Mounted Re-
corder.
TO                                                                              L
PA-33 TO C PR Y PR )
1 PT-32 \ 32 A 33 /
.5,\
TO -,C-
PR-32 4 „ / ps \ < PA  TO
/ PS \
1
'2 1 - ( 33 j  t 33 j  PS-32=«/ 4                              -ANN XX-X
/ PT h <PT h
( 32 j «1-)
5 1               1                                                                  5
Systems 32,33.. Board-Mounted Two.Pen Pneumatic Recorder Receiving Two Independent Inputs from Pressure











  34 )
.6
System 34. Pressure Control, Showing Board-Mounted Plug-In Recorder-Controller with Local Valve and Trans.
t
miller.




  PE  (/PSS )_ (/PSV '46**4       Vo
 ///1  1«f----7 36 »_J--A
/1             i  i
C                                                       /
..,
Systems 35, 36. Pressure Element, Output Modified to Drive a Standard Recorder (Typical Application Would
Be a Strain Gage Type of Transducer Fed into a Strain-Gage Bridge and MIllivolt Recorder); Also Local Safety












  RE j                             M       <PWR XX («'
.-I
('37 j <RIC  RCV
i ( 37 j 37
1
1
<Rf )       1 1
t 37 j    1
I
I.         i    C R Q Y R S)( ·37 A 37 ) <ECC XXX
System 37. Board-Mounted Radiation Counter (Scaler) with Integral Switch. Indicating controller and motor-




38    38
<RA  h                                                                                    'R E'                       i
38           1
 
A N N  XX-X
l..
LOOP RSV
PURGE - - 38
GAS
/
X           TOSTACK












< 39 ) < 39 j- Y.'
( SRC SM   SI h
( 39 j 39 ( 39 j
SS
39 <ECC XX
System 39. Speed Control, Showing Element and Modifier. Modifier with integral switch drives local speed







TW                   X
40 54
TE TE TSS TCV





 4IA 1 1 41 8 j                                                          c
/iI> l Q.1 \---//  \ I
    /--\   /'-
L -1 VENT Td R T40
( 41 /d X                              -                                   4
System 41. Differential-Temperature Ele-
 C  ..   "
5.
ments (Two Surface-Mounted Elements),
< 40   "    "              Connected to Temperature.Differential Re-
corder.
System 40. Temperature Control, Showing In-Line Well, Local Ele-
ment and Spare, Safety Valve and Safety Switch, Control Valve, and
Board-Mounted Integral Recorder-Controller.
 TE h <TE h




TEI--TRXX-X TE 42-1--7 V'
TE 2--TRX-X TE 42-2--1
TE 3-- TRXXX-X TE 42-3--|
1 TR j
TE 4--TRXX-X TE 42-4--
TE 5--TRX-X TE 42-5--
TE 6--TRX-X TE 42-6- 
System 42 (Experimental Installation). Installation System 42 (Permanent Installation). Installation
Showing Arbitrary Thermocouple Numbering and Random Showing Thermocouple Connected to Multipolnt Instru.
Assignment to Recorders. Schedule may be shown ment. Thermocouples carry recorder number and input
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System 43. Self-Actuated Temperature Valve (Bulb In Well).
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System 44. Temperature Control, Showing Locally Mounted Transmitter (Bulb In Well), Board.Mounted Recorder,
Plug-In Controller, Control Operator (Pneumatically Actuated Variable Autotransformer, Electropneumatic Operator,
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System 45. Board-Mounted Temperature Recorder System 46. Temperature Indicator (Industrial Glass or
(Filled-System Type), Showing Bulb and Well In Vessel. Dial Type) In Well In Vessel.
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System 47. Temperature Control, Showing Well, Element, Fall-Closed Control Valve with Positioner (Requiring
80-pslg Air Supply), Board-Mounted Modifier (Electropneumatlc), Recorder, Plug-In Controller, Switch, and Alarm.
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Systems 48,49. Temperature Control, Showing Well, Element, Modifier (emf Converter), Recorder (with Integral
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System 50. Weight System, Showing Transmitter, Board.Mounted Indicator-Controller (with Integral Alarm
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System 51. Weight System, Showing Element, Board.Mounted Electric Converter, Indicator, Safety Switch,
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System 52. Illustration of a Special Measuring System In Which Flow and Pressure Are Multiplied To Obtain
Power Measurement. The system shows a modifier (multipller), recorder, and totalizer, board mounted.
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System 53.  Valve-Position Systems, Showing Two Limit Switches, Continuous Position Transmitter, Indicator,






6. RECOMMENDED SYSTEM FOR NUMERICAL 5. Purge stations may be identified by the same
IDENTIFICATION OF INSTRUMENT number as the control loop or measuring system
COMPONENTS with which they are used. See system 26, Sec 5.
A system in which instrument-application sym-
bols or groups of symbols are numbered consecu-
tively for an entire chemical or physical process, 7. RECOMMENDED FLOWSHEETS
for example, regardless of instrument first-letter The flowsheets listed below are recommended.identification or process-equipment identification, For proiects such as simple test facilities, etc.,is illustrated by the typical application of symbol
combinations may be used.
numbering shown in Sec 5.  Note that all instru- 1. Tbe scbematic flowsbeet (chemical or physi-ments in a measuring or control system carry the cal) shows the basic process, without auxiliaries,
 « same number, except as noted in paragraph 4   , ,giving temperatures, pressures, flows, concentra-
below, and that these numbers are never duplicated tions, percent constituents, etc. /t is originatedin the same process. by process development groups, chemists, etc.
1                  If desired, blocks of riumbers, related to specific Specific instrument application is not shown on
portions of the process, may be assigned. For the schematic flowsheet.
example, numbers 100-199 may designate the 2. Tbe process flowsbeet (also called equipment
primary-coolant portion of the process, 200-299 flowsheet), originated by tbe process dusign group,
the fuel-preparation portion, etc. shows tbe points in tbe process wbere instruments
are  to  be  applied  for measurement,  control,  alarms,An extension of this numbering system is re-
quired for the following: etc., of temperature, flow, pressure, etc.
\t also
shows the expected operating point, range of
1. All items which have duplicate letter and operation, and design conditions for each variable.
numerical identifications in a common measuring Although the process flowsheet is schematic in
or control system should be identified by an upper- form, it is more quantitative, the process being
case letter following the number, except as noted shown in more detail than on the schematic flow-
in paragraph 3 below.  See Sec 5, systems 20 and sheet, and the auxiliaries to the process should
41.  System 16 in Sec 5 illustrates a further ex- be included. The following illustration shows
pansion of the rule. system 44, Sec 5, as it would appear on a process
2. Spare elements should be designated by the flowsheet. It should be noted that the instruments
letter "S" following the last number. Where one are shown on the process flowsheet in an abbre-
element is installed as the spare for another, it viated form, with the nomenclature of Table 2
should have the same number followed by "S." being used. The following is an example of a
3 See Sec 5, system 40. process flowsheet.
3. For relatively permanent installations, it is
desirable that the thermocouples or other elements
<:l
bear numbers corresponding to the multipoint-
receiver number followed by a clash and an in- ALARM - - CONTROL 1500C
dividual identifying number. For example, TR 42
, 275.e  t.1 /1          l.. 151- - - - - - ,
(in system 42) has thermocouples TE 42-1,
TE 42-2, TE 42-3, etc., connected to points 1,
2,3, etc.                                                                                    I
4.  For experimental installations where the ther-
 MAWT*  300°C -  1   1
/  OPERATING TEMP 100-250°C \  1
mocouples or other elements are subiect to assi9,1-
MAWP* 450 psig    1ment to any receiver, a more flexible system than    'L
is indicated in paragraph 3 above should be used. FLRLI-1
In this case, a system in which the thermocouples L____                         _ J
are assigned arbitrary, permanent numbers and
which uses a connection schedule listing the
recorders and their associated thermocouples has *Maximum allowable working temperature and maximum





3. Tbe instrument flowsbeet shows a simplifica- 8. ADDITIONAL TYPES OF ENGINEERING
tion of the process, illustrating only those portions DOCUMENTS
of the process which are instrumented. It should 8.1 Documents
contain sufficient detail when used in combination
The fol lowing documents are recommended  aswith the process and/or engineering flowsheets
to facilitate complete specification, procurement, containing the minimum amount of information
and detailing of the installation.  It is especially necessary to the adequate design of a proiect.
recommended because it provides a clear picture (On smaller proiects, one or more of the listed
of the control and measurement instruments without drawings may be combined or omitted.)
the cluttering effects of process engineering de- 1. Panel layout and cutout drawings.
tai Is. Tbe instrument flowsheet is originated by 2. Elementary pneumatic and electrical control
tbe instrument group concerned and 'is used pri- diagrams.
marily on large projects. 3. Instrument indices, specification sheets, and
tabulations. ..J
4. Detailed installation drawings.4. Tbe engineering flowsbeet shows all equip- 5. Electrical interconnection wiring diagrams.
ment, piping, and instruments in detail, giving                                         6. Pneumatic interconnection piping diagrams.
line, equipment, and instrument identification, 7. Circuit diagrams of individual components.
etc.  It may or may not give values of variables, 8. Maintenance elementary diagrams (a combina-
but it gives sufficient information, which when tion schematic and wiring diagram).
used in coniunction with vessel drawings, equip- 9. Manufacturers' instruction manuals.
ment layout, etc., enables a piping draftsman to 10. Control block diagrams.
lay out the piping. Electrical motors, pumps, The following documents should be provided byheaters, etc., are shown with their power require- the other design groups:ments in order to enable electrical schematics to
be drawn. The instruments shown on this flow- 1. Electrical and piping schedules and drawings.
sheet should show sufficient detail, for use in 2. Equipment schedules and drawings.
combination with the process and/or instrument 3. Assembly specifications and drawings.
flowsheets, to facilitate the complete specifica- 4.  Equipment and material specifications.
tion, procurement, and detailing of the installation 8.2 Photographsof the instruments. Tbe engineering flowsbeet is
a  result   of  tbe  collaboration  of   all  tbe engineering Photographs are recommended as an invaluable
groups responsible for tbe process. /t  may be and inexpensive means of proiect documentation.
originated by any of tbe groups. 9. IDENTIFICATION CODE FOR PROCESS
AND INSTRUMENT LINES IN ENGINEERING
2..FLOWSHEETS5. Tbe operating flowsbeet gives a simplifica-
tion of tbe engineering flowsbeet in order to The following code is recommended for iden-
provide information for operation of tbe process. tification of process and instrument lines on
It is usually originated by the operating group. engineering flowsheets.                                            +
LINE NOMINAL SIZE MATERIAL AND ASSEMBLYTUBING
NUMBER IN INCHES SPECIFICATION
101-/T-347a3
4
LINE NOMINAL SIZE MATERIAL AND ASSEMBLYPIPE






The line number may include the number of the Material and assembly specification may give
equipment piece which the line enters, the type material (type 347 stainless steel, copper, 309
of service, etc. Line-number convention should ELC, pipe weight or tubing thickness, etc.), and
be defined at the start of each proiect. may also designate assembly procedure (Swagelok
Nominal size shall designate IPS in the case fitting s-, metal arc, Heliarc, etc.). Convention



















1. A. A. Abbatiello 62. F. R. Bruce
2. R. K. Abele 63. D. F. Bruley
3. J. B. Adams 64. J. R. Buchanan
4. R. K. Adams 65. W. D.-Burch
t'                                                                                   5.    J.   S.  Addi son 66. G. 11. Burger
6-15. R. G. Affel 67. R. M. Burnett
16. J. C. Amos 68. C. M. Burton
1                             17. A. H. Anderson, Jr. 69.  W. A. Bush
18.· T. A. Arehart 70. D. W. Cardwell
19. E. P. Arnold 71. W. H. Corr
20. S. J. Ball 72. W. L. Carter
21. A. E. G. Bates 73. T. M. Cate
22. H. F. Bauman 74. G. 1. Cathers
.23. S. E. Beall 75. R. L. Cauble
24. M. C. Becker 76. R. H. Chapman
25-27. B. B. Bell, Y-12 77. L. H. Chase
28. E.  . Bell 78. C. V. Chester
29-30. M. Bender 79. M. M. Chiles
31. L. L. Bennett 80. C. J. Claffey
32. G. B. Berry 81. D. L. Clatk
33. E. S. Bettis 82. W. E. Clark
34.    A.  M. B i l l i n g s 83-88. W. G. Cobb
35. H. A. Bishop 89. H. E. Cochran
36. J. P. Blakely 90-93. T. E. Cole
37. R. E. Blanco 94. C. F. Coleman
38. J. L. Blankenship 95-104. J. A. Conlin, Jr.
39. J. O. Blomeke 105-106. W. B. Cottrell-
107. C. C. Courtney40. A. L. Boch
41. E. G. Bohl mann 108-110. J. A. Cox
42. S. E. Bolt 111. J. T. Cox
43. R. W. Borgers 112-121. G. A. Cristy
44. C. J. Borkowski 122. D. J. Crouse
123. J. L. Crowley45. B. F. Bottenfield
46-51. W. F. Boudreau 124. F. L. Culler
52. M. M. Bowelle 125. J. S. Cul ver
53. N. C. Bradley 126. C. W. Cunningham
54. C. Brashear 127. J. W. Cunningham
55. J. C. Bresee 128. J. D. Cupp
56. N. H. Briggs 129. R. A. Dandl
57. R. B. Briggs 130. J. B. Davidson
58. R. E. Brooksbank 131-140. D. G. Davis
59. J. R. Brown 141. J. W. Day
60. K. B. Brown 142. O. C. Dean





6144. J. T. DeLorenzo 206. T. A. Herrell
145. J. H. DeVan 207. 1. R. Higgins
146. R. H. Dilworth 208. J. W. Hill, Jr.
147. S. J. Ditto 209. N. W. Hill
148. 1. T. Dudley 210-212. P. W. ilill
149. B. C. Duggins 213. E. C. Hi se, jr.
150. J. K. East 214-223. H. W. Hoffman
151. G. K. Ellis 224. C. F. Holloway
152. J. R. Engel 225. G. A. Holt
153. E. P. Epler 226. J. L. Horton
154. H. W. Fallon 227. R. W. Horton
155. D. E. Ferguson 228. L. Hubbard
156-157. W. F. Ferguson 229-234. T. L. Hudson                            /
158. J. R. Flanary 235. W. R. Huntley
159. R. V. Foltz 236-250. R. F. Hyland
160. J. Foster 251. C. D. Hylton                             J
161. A. Fraas 252. A. R. Irvine
162. J. K. Franzree 253. J. P. Jarvis
163.  E. J. Frederick                                    254. H. F. Johnson
164-166. J. B. Frisbie 255. J. W. Johnson
167. C. H. Gabbard 256. W. F. Johnson
168. W. R. Gail 257.  W. W. Johnston
169. R. B. Gallaher 258. B. J. Jones
170-175. E. B. Galloway 259. D. T. Jones
176. B. C. Garrett 260. J. E. Jones, Jr.
177. T. M. Gayle 261. J. R. Jones
178. M. W. Gerrard 262.  W. H. Jordan
179. F. E. Gillespie 263. J. P. Judish
180. W. Y. Gissel 264. S. H. Jury
181.  F. M. Glass 265. R. J. Kedl
182. P. A. Gnadt 266. E. C. Keith
183. H. E. Goeller 267. M. J. Kelly
184. B. L. Greenstreet 268. A. R. Kerr
185. A. T. Gresky 269. J. Kerr
186. W. J. Greter 270. J. J. Keyes, Jr.                           »
187. A. G. Grindell 271. L. J. King
188. G. Guerrant 272. R. F. King
189. J. C. Gundlach 273. W. D. King
190. C. E. Guthrie                                  274. F. G. Kitts
191. R. H. Guymon 275. B. B. Klima
192. P. A. Haas 276.  D. J. Knowles
193. C. C. Hall                                   277. R. B. Korsmeyer
194. S. H. Hanauer 278. J. W. Krewson
195. C. W. Hancher 279-281. Eugene Lamb
196. P. H. Harley 282-285. R. E. Lampton
197.  C. S. Harrill 286. J. W. Landry
198-200. R. M. Hartman 287. C. G. Lawson
201. C. C. Haws 288. E. M. Lees
202. R. E. Helms 289. R. E. Leuze
203. R. lielton 290. W. H. Lewis
204. R. S. Hensley 291. B. Lieberman





I                        293. C. S. Lisser 373. W. R. Osborn294. J. T. Long 374. L. C. Oakes
295. R. A. Lorenz 375. J. R. Parrott
296. J. L. Lovvorn ,  376. L. F. Parsly
297. M. 1. Lundin 377. H. Ray Payne
298-303.  G. A. Lundquist 378. F. N. Peebles (Consultant)
304. E. M. Lus 379. J. J. Perona
305. F. E. Lynch 380-382. A. M. Perry
306. R. N. Lyon 383. T. Petrie
307-316. H. G. MacPherson 384. D. Phillips
317. R. E. MacPherson 385. J. D. Phillips, Jr.
318-320. J. R. Mahoney, K-25 386.      E.    E.   Piierce
4. 321. A. H. Malone 387. R. M. Pierce (TVA)
322. W. D. Manly 388. J. F. Potts, Jr.
323. E. R. Mann 389-394. K. E. Prater
i                            324. S. Mann 395-397. W. Ragan
325.  J. 1-1. Manney 398. R. H. Rainey
326. F. W. Manning 399. R. C. Ramsey (Burns & Roe)
327. A. Marquardt 400. J. L. Redford
328. C. D. Martin 401. J. W. Reynolds
329-332. C. W. Mason 402. M. Richardson
333. J. L. Matherne 403-405. Frank Ring, Jr.
334. T. H. Mauney 406. P. L. Robertson
335. W. S. McBee 407. R. C. Robertson
336. J. P. McBride 408. A. M. Rom
337. W. T. McCarley 409. M. W. Rosenthal
338. H. C. McCurdy 410. J. B. Rubie
339. W. B. McDonald 411. J. B. Ruch
340. W. T. McDuffee 412. J. A. Russell, Jr.
341. V. A. Mc Kay 413. A. D. Ryon
342. T. L. McLean 414. G. S. Sadowski
343. R. J. McNamee 415.  G. Samuels.
344.  R. A. McNees 416. H. C. Savage
345. F. R. McQuilkin 417. H. W. Savage
346. M. A. Meacham 418. A. W. Savolainen
I.
347-352. E. W. Means 419. J. E. Savolainen
353. 1-1. J. Metz 420-421. C. L. Segaser
354. C. Michelson (TVA) 422-427. M. Settle
4,64 355. R. P. Milford              ·                  428. E. M. Shank
356. A. J. Miller 429. A. J. Sharenberger
357. W. R. Miller 430. R. L. Simpson
358. W. R. Mixon 431. R. M. Slater (TVA)
359. G. E. Moore 432. T. S. Sliski
360. R. L. Moore 433.  A. M. Smith
361. W. R. Mosley 434. A. N. Smith
362-366. C. A. Mossman 435. P. E. Smith
367. J. E. Mott (Consultant) 436. P. G. Smith
368. W. Mruk 437. J. W. Snider
369. F. H. Neill 438. A. L. Southern
370. J. P. Nichols 439-441. 1. Spiewak
371. E. L. Nicholson 442. B. Squires (Burns & Roe)







444. J. W. Starken 482. B. S. Weaver
445. C. E. Stevenson 483. B. H. Webster
446.  W. G. Stockdale 484. H. 0. Weeren
447. R. S. Stone 485. G. A. West
448-455. E. Storto 486. K. W. West
456. H. J. Stripling 487. J. N. Wheeler
457. J. C. Suddath 488.  G. D. Whitman
458-462. A. Taboada 489. W. R. Whitson
463. J. R. Tallackson 490. R. P. Wichner
464.  J. R. Tarrant . 491. P. P. Williiams
465. J. W. Teague 492. H. D. Wills
466. W. E. Thomas 493. H. N. Wilson
467. B. C. Thompsoh 494. R. H. Winget 0,
468. D. E. Tidwell 495. W. R. Winsbro
469. H. A. Todd        ·                   496. R. E. Wintenberg
470. R. E. Toucey 497.    W.  M.  Wood s                                                                                          i
471. D: B. Trauger 498. J. W. Woody
472. J. W. Ullmann 499. K. M. Young
473. W. E. Unger 500. E. L. Youngblood
474. R. Van Winkle 501-503. F. C. Zapp
475. E. Vincens 504. J. Zasler
476. D. W. Vroom 505.  R. E. Zedler
477. C. E. Waggoner 506-530. Laboratory Records Department
478. C. S. Walker 531. Laboratory Records, ORNL R.C.
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